
Pay attention to your relationship with food & say goodbye to guilt

Can you think of a time when you’ve eaten something so quickly that you don’t even remember

what it tasted like? Or a time when you enjoyed a slice of cake and you felt guilty about it? The

concept of mindful eating requires us to build awareness for the “positive and nurturing

opportunities” that food provides, use your senses and hunger cues to choose satisfying and

nourishing foods while acknowledging food without judgement (1).  Mindful eating empowers

you to make choices that are good for you by using your body's inner wisdom as the ultimate

guide (1). An individual who practices mindful eating understands that there is no “right or wrong”

way to eat and enjoys nourishing and delicious foods without associated feelings of guilt (1). For

more information about Mindful Eating, consult The Center for Mindful Eating website.

Congratulations! Deciding to make a positive lifestyle change is a huge accomplishment. You’re on

your way to a better version of yourself, and you should feel an immense amount of pride in that. 

Making lifestyle changes can be overwhelming. With all of the weight-loss information available online it

can be challenging to know what might be right for you. The intent of this article is to provide you with

some guidance on making long-term, healthy changes. 

 

One of the most important things to ask yourself before starting any major lifestyle change is - how can I

do this in a way that is sustainable? Long-term, sustainable changes truly are the key to a lifetime of

wellness. Although committing to bold, rapid changes can feel inspiring and empowering in the

moment, the important thing to consider is whether or not you can adopt the behaviour for the long

term. 

 

For example - it’s a new year and you’ve decided to adopt a brand new diet. The diet is drastically

different than the way you were eating before but you’re committed to using this diet to lose weight. You

start off really strong, you’re sticking to the meal plan and you’re seeing the weight come off. But… after

about 3 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, etc. - your commitment and dedication starts to waver. You start

adding in more “cheat meals” along the way, or you “fall off the wagon” completely and you’re left

feeling dejected, unhappy and ultimately disappointed in yourself. Sound familiar? 

 

In order to make changes that will leave you feeling satisfied, healthy, happy and proud, it’s important to

ditch the “diet cycle” and start thinking about ways that you can make sustainable changes for the long

haul. This involves looking at both the foods you eat and your attitudes towards them. 

 

Here are 5 things to think about when making positive lifestyle changes to ensure that they are

sustainable for you: 
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